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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
THERE IS A MOUNTAIN

T

o the average consumer approaching

between parties in the conflict or as difficult

some of South Africa’s iconic mountains and

the Office of the Credit Ombud, credit

as trying to find new ways of restructuring

mountain ranges to highlight the results. We

conflict has become more than a burden. It

the route to resolution. In the process, the

invite you to share the climb with us. We

has become a mountain that he or she seems

mountain may well become a molehill. But

think you’ll agree: the view from the top is

incapable of conquering, a threat that seems

whatever the outcome, we try to structure the

well worth the effort.

to grow daily until it blocks out all hope of

solution to benefit all parties involved in the

progress.

conflict.

Our first step is always to establish the scale

Once resolution is reached, we like to point

of the challenge. What are the background

out that, while many paths may lead up the

facts, which parties and amounts are involved,

mountain, the view from the top is always

what efforts have been made to resolve the

worth the effort. The mountain itself may

conflict, which routes to the top have been

no longer be threatening; it may become

explored. Quite often, consumers have

beautiful. We may even quote Sir Edmund

become so involved in the conflict that they

Hillary, the first person to conquer Everest,

have completely lost sight of the mountain.

who said: “It is not the mountain we conquer,
but ourselves”.

The next step is to cut the mountain down
to size. This could be as simple as mediating
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For this 2015 annual report, we have selected
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“No matter
how high the
mountain, there
will always be a
way up.”
— ANONYMOUS

Mission Statement | Values for the Office of the Credit Ombud

MISSION STATEMENT
THE CREDIT OMBUD WILL:
• Effectively resolve disputes between
members of the credit industry and credit
receivers (consumers and businesses)
with regard to credit and credit
information matters.

• Act as an educator of the public in
matters pertaining to the credit industry.
• At all times act honestly, independently
and fairly; balancing the rights
of all parties.

VALUES FOR THE OFFICE OF THE CREDIT OMBUD
The following values are not negotiable and
cannot be diminished in any way:
FA I R :

I N D E P E N D E N T:

H O N E S T:

We will act in the best interests of all parties,

We will not take sides and will remain impartial

We will deal openly with any issue brought

taking both sides into consideration and

at all times. No individual or organisation will

before us, asking the relevant questions and

considering the merits of each case carefully.

be in a position to unduly influence us.

communicating clearly and transparently.
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Chairperson’s Report

CHAIRPERSON’S
REPORT
TEFO RADITAPOLE

I

must begin by thanking Council for

I believe that the office has met the challenge

unanimously nominating and appointing

in an exemplary manner. I have no doubt that

me as Chairperson in 2015. I hope that I

the office will maintain this momentum under

live up to the stakeholders’ expectations to

the guidance and wisdom of Council.

maintain the high level of integrity and service
established by my predecessors.

Our interventions, especially in advising
consumers on, amongst other things, how to

I take over from Michael Lawrence, who did

protect their financial future, affordability and

a sterling job as Chairperson after being

the debt burden and on the perils of credit

asked to step into the shoes left by Nicky Lala

insurance, are to be commended.

Mohan. In turn, Nicky stepped into the shoes
left by Manie van Schalkwyk, as the Credit

The credibility of the office is reflected by

Ombudsman. The Deputy Credit Ombud,

the figures in the last credit provider/credit

Reana Steyn, continues to do a splendid

bureau satisfaction survey. The satisfaction

job. The members of Council remain largely

rate was 93%, and 94% of consumers

the same. The brains trust and institutional

indicated that they would refer a family

memory remain intact.

member or friend to our office. These are
astounding figures in view of the sensitive and

I take this opportunity to congratulate

emotional matters we handle.

Nicky on being elected as the Chair of the
Ombudsman Association of South Africa.

I am proud to be part of a body which puts

This is of great importance in the light of the

a lot into acting fairly and independently. I

possibility of the consolidation of all Ombuds

encourage Council to continue to engage in

under a statutory “super ombud”.

consensus-seeking approaches in its decisionmaking processes.

The consistency outlined above is reflected in
the continued excellent service provided by

The year we face is already proving difficult

the office and employees of this organisation.

for consumers and other stakeholders. Rising

They have met the challenges posed by an

interest rates and the economic fallout caused

ever changing legislative landscape and have

by the replacement of former Finance Minister

continued to make fair, independent and

Nene will require the office to be on top of its

equitable interventions in their work. Our

game in its work. I know that we will rise to

employees continue to make us proud. For

the occasion.

that, we thank them.
Finally, I confirm that the Office of the Credit
In his 2014 Chairperson’s Report, Michael

Ombud complies with all statutory and

challenged us to ensure that we are able

regulatory obligations. I confirm further that

to offer a world-class service that gives

Council ensures the required monitoring

leadership and impetus to our economy and

in respect of compliance with all statutory

opportunity to the beneficiaries

requirements.

and participants.
With warm regards.
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Credit Ombud Council

CREDIT OMBUD COUNCIL
CREDIT INDUSTRY

HARRY G RE E NE

MIKE BROOKS

J E AN N I N E NAU D É VI L J O E N

Banking Association

Consumer Goods Council

Credit Bureau Association

DA R R E L L B E G H I N

HENNIE FERREIRA

C L A U D I N E VO I G H T

Credit Providers Association

Micro Finance SA

Motor Vehicle Finance Association

M I C H A E L L AW R E N C E

National Clothing Retail Federation
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Credit Ombud Council

CREDIT OMBUD COUNCIL
INDEPENDENT MEMBERS

H A S S E N L O R G AT

PAT R I C I A M c C R AC K E N

T E F O R A D I TA P O L E

THULI ZUNGU

S I VA N A I D O O

Chairperson

CONSUMER BODIES

THANDIWE ZULU

LILLIBETH MOOLMAN

L A U R A KG A N YAG O

Black Sash - Deputy Chairperson

South African National Consumer Union

Women’s National Coalition
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Report of the Credit Ombud

REPORT OF THE CREDIT OMBUD
NICKY LALA MOHAN

T

he Credit Ombud has been in existence

apparent from the key figures at a glance. An

for ten years and on 1 February 2015 I

achievement we are particularly proud of, is

took over as Ombud from my predecessor,

saving consumers an amount of R7,5 million,

Manie van Schalkwyk. I inherited an office

an increase of 163%, despite volumes being

that was maturing, with a strong, independent

lower.

Council, and systems and processes in
place having due regard to good corporate

One of the perennial challenges that probably

governance principles. Being able to build

all Ombud offices share is a lack of consumer

on a solid platform made my task easier.

awareness of their existence. We therefore

A special gratitude goes to Manie van

recognise and actively endeavour to promote

Schalkwyk for the sterling work he had done.

our offices and extend our reach. The more

He entrusted me with his ‘baby’, which I

we advertise and spread the word about our

have nurtured into an adult serving relevant

existence, the more cases come in.

stakeholders, especially the credit industry.
During the year 2015, we successfully

07

The 2014 financial year was a peculiar

partnered with media house Bstyle Media,

one. During the beginning of the year,

who employed various forms of media to

the removal of adverse consumer credit

increase awareness of the Credit Ombud

information, the so-called credit amnesty,

among consumers. Apart from print and

was implemented. This meant that volumes

online awareness campaigns, Bstyle managed

relating to complaints and enquiries went

to put us on numerous radio and television

up by over 50%. Similarly, incoming calls to

stations, bringing in media equivalent

our call centre increased by over 30%. Many

advertising value to the tune of R18 million.

consumers were unsure what the removal

We also hosted a number of consumer

of adverse consumer credit information

workshops and double-impact education

entailed and many others were under the

sessions with our members, which we find

impression that the exercise was one of debt

very useful in enhancing the image of the

forgiveness. The 2015 year, however, saw a

Office. However, more can be done to spread

decline in numbers relating to complaints and

the word of our existence, and therefore

enquiries as well as the number of disputes

we have developed a strategy to continue

opened. This was to be expected and is

to achieve this. We are also investigating
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Credit Ombud Council

the possibility of our members advising

introduced new minimum expense norms

are many stakeholders to thank. Firstly we

consumers of the Credit Ombud’s existence

for various income categories. Also, credit

are extremely grateful to our members who

within their marketing material. This will

providers must obtain proof of income by way

fund our Office and continue to ensure our

certainly help with outreach.

of 3 payslips or bank statements showing 3

existence and the value proposition that goes

salary deposits. These became effective in

with it. We are keenly aware that economic

We are pleased to report that results from

September 2015 and we are keenly watching

conditions remain tough, but it is also in these

a customer satisfaction survey as well as a

the effect of these affordability assessment

times that vulnerable consumers need to be

credit provider/credit bureau satisfaction

guidelines on extension/contraction of credit

protected and have a place where their voices

survey indicate that consumers rate the level

as well as curbing reckless lending.

can be heard.

at 93%. We also scored 96% for referrals, i.e.

The Financial Sector Regulation Bill will

Thanks goes to the Credit Ombud Council,

consumers who would refer us to someone.

make it a requirement for all credit providers

skilfully chaired by Mr Tefo Raditapole. We

to be financial service providers as well as

also pride ourselves and thank our regulatory

The 2015 year saw important changes in the

making it a licensing requirement to belong

stakeholders in government for always being

regulatory landscape, with two important

to an ombud scheme. The Bill also makes

available to lend an ear and work together in

pieces of legislation that we have to account

changes to the functioning of the financial

resolving any issues as they arise.

for, namely the National Credit Amendment

ombuds schemes by introducing a Chief

Act as well as the Financial Sector Regulatory

Ombud and an Ombud Regulatory Council

Thank you to all the staff of the Credit

Bill (the so-called Twin Peaks Bill).

to replace the old FSOS Council. We have

Ombud, as well as the Deputy Ombud, Reana

of our service at 86,5% and credit providers

worked closely with the National Treasury to

Steyn, for their dedication and commitment.

The National Credit Amendment Act and the

shape the Bill, as it affects us for the benefit

Without them, none of what we have

Regulations became effective on 13 March

of both credit providers and consumers, and

achieved would have been possible.

2015. The most significant changes relate to

we will continue to co-operate until the Bill

Finally, I leave you with a Zen quote. I hope it

the affordability assessment guidelines, which

is promulgated. In terms of gratitudes, there

intrigues you.

“Mountains are mountains, then mountains are no
longer mountains, then they are mountains again.”
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Staff of the Credit Ombud

STAFF OF THE CREDIT OMBUD

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
Row 1: Karishma Roy; Fundiswa Gwantshu; Agnes Marutha; Reana
Steyn; Avitha Nofal; Lucy Mokhweba; Daisy Guntert; Sadhia Khan
Row 2: Kabelo Teme; Bets Noordman; Nicky Lala Mohan; Lee
Soobrathi; Magda van Biljon; Kesh Krishnan; Nereshnee Reddy;
Bernadine Naidoo; Jacob Sefure
Absent: Siyabonga Makhathini

09
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Key Figures at a Glance

KEY FIGURES AT A GLANCE
Complaints and enquiries (including general
enquiries and all cases opened)

12 312

23,75% decrease

Calls received at call centre

24 255

14,71% decrease

Disputes opened, all departments

4 522

23,23% decrease

Disputes closed, all departments

5 074

26,15% decrease

Average days to resolve disputes

47,88 days

0,10% increase

Double Impact training sessions

45

Amount of money saved for consumers

R7 598 774.84

163% increase

Disputes received by credit bureaux

105 129

15,65% decrease

Media Equivalent Advertising Value

R18 million

45,26% decrease

Number of workshops

66

Cost per dispute

R2 962

Total expenses for the year

R13,4 million

Consumer satisfaction survey

86,5%

Percentage of disputes resolved in favour of
consumers

67%
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Case Management

CASE MANAGEMENT
REANA STEYN

T

he newly combined Case Management

information from the credit bureaus. We have

Department has been in operation for

since seen a normalisation in the complaint

a full year now and we are confident that we

numbers.

can report that their work has once again
made us proud. The staff members, all highly

The number of disputes closed amounted

skilled people, are passionate and dedicated

to 5 074 and this figure decreased by 26,2%

to their careers in this industry. Their primary

when compared to the previous year. The

role is to resolve disputes in a manner that is

most prevalent disputes which kept the case

fair and without prejudice, but at the same

managers busy, related to statements of

time to do so as expeditiously as possible.

account matters, credit bureau information

We apply the law as well as principles of

not being updated or complete, and

fairness. In some cases, we need to guide

emolument attachment order complaints. We

consumers who clearly do not know their

found in favour of consumers in 67% of the

rights in terms of the law or the contracts they

cases – which meant that our investigation

have signed. At the same time, we do not

revealed something untoward or illegal when

condone any actions on the part of consumers

we scrutinised the contracts and accounts.

that are aimed at deliberately frustrating the
implementation of the contract or people who

The one area where we are pleased to report

are acting with malicious intent towards their

a significant increase, is in the amount “saved

counterparties in the credit industry.

or recovered or account adjustments” in
favour of consumers. A total amount of R7,59

The call centre had a busy year again and

million was recorded, an increase of 163%

recorded a total of 24 255 calls received

compared to the previous year. We believe

for the year, a decrease of 14,7% from the

that this also goes to prove the excellent level

previous year. As we experienced in the

of cooperation we receive from the members

past, a large portion of the calls did not

in resolving their customers’ disputes, for

immediately turn into complaints, but we

which we must thank them all.

referred the consumers to the credit bureaus
to obtain their credit reports, or we advised

We have been fortunate to build good

them to raise their dispute with the credit

working relationships over the last six years

providers first. We also referred a fair number

with the majority of the credit providers

of consumers to other relevant bodies who

and we appreciate the dedication of their

could assist them more appropriately with

ombuds liaison staff in responding to our

the issue at hand. Through this service,

queries. We are of the view that it is the

consumers are assisted with correct

level of cooperation between our respective

information and telephone numbers straight

organisations which will ensure that there

away and we minimise any possible confusion

is an undisputed value proposition for our

and frustration. Where possible, these calls

dispute resolution services, which can be

are recorded as general enquiries on our

offered as an independent service, free of

system.

charge, to the consumers of our members.

In the Case Management Department we

We are confident that the call centre and case

opened 4 522 disputes for 2015, representing

management departments are well equipped

a decrease of 23,2% compared to 2014.

to handle any new challenges and hopefully

One of the major factors for the drop is the

an increase in the number of calls and

fact that 2014 saw a sharp rise in calls as

complaints in 2016.

well as complaints due to the legislation
which sanctioned the removal of adverse

11
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Case Management

CASE STUDIES
CASE A

irregular payer. The credit provider was in

never again enter into such debt. Thanks a

the process of starting legal action against

lot, I can’t thank you enough. God bless you.”

Ms Zakade* is a single woman who will be

her when she approached our offices for

retiring from her job in the government sector

assistance.

next year. Although she earned a reasonable

CASE B
The Credit Ombud received a complaint

We found that Ms Zakade could not afford

from Mr Nkosi*. He requested that our office

to pay the loans. Greater consideration

assist him with restoring his ownership of a

should have been given to her additional

vehicle which he had previously voluntarily

expenses when conducting the affordability

surrendered to the credit provider. He was

assessments. She also submitted a

disappointed to see that although he had

Ms Zakade’s parents both suffered medical

motivation regarding her personal

voluntarily surrendered the vehicle and

conditions. Her son suffered from a

circumstances.

had committed and complied with bringing

salary, she found herself struggling to make
ends meet as she was the sole breadwinner in
her family, which consisted of her parents and
her adult son.

psychological disease. Ms Zakade had to
employ two nurses to take care of her family.
As a result, she started taking loans to pay
the bills.
Within the period of seven months Ms Zakade
took five loans with one credit provider to the
value of R76 000. Unfortunately she was an

the arrears on his account up to date, his

In light of these factors the credit provider
agreed to write off the five loans to the value
of R140 554.63.
Ms Zakade wrote: ”I don’t have a thousand
tongues to thank you, I don’t have words
except thank you, thank you so much, I will

vehicle was nevertheless sold on auction
by the credit provider. Mr Nkosi further
pointed out that although he had remained
in constant telephone communication with
the credit provider, he had not received any
correspondence from the credit provider to
indicate that they had taken a decision to

Credit Ombud Annual Report | 2 0 1 5
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Case Management
value his vehicle and subsequently to sell

was investigating. Subsequently they

the property. She lodged a complaint with

it on auction. He felt that he had been put

confirmed that Ms Botha was indeed the

our office requesting assistance when she

in a worse position and he had not been

victim of fraud. As a result, the information

received a demand many years later for

granted an opportunity to prevent this from

was removed from the consumer’s profile at

the shortfall on the account, together with

happening. He now still owed a balance on

the credit bureau and she was no longer held

accrued interest.

the account but did not have possession of

liable to pay the R52 000.
We intervened on behalf of Ms Mbata and

the vehicle.
The second bank also confirmed that the two

through negotiations with the credit provider,

He was distraught and requested that the

accounts had been opened fraudulently. Ms

an amicable and affordable settlement was

Credit Ombud intervene and assist by

Botha was not liable to pay the R19 000 worth

reached. A few months later Ms Mbata

restoring his ownership of the vehicle or to

of loans which were acquired fraudulently.

contacted us to advise how happy she was
that she had received her tittle deed and for

help him settle the shortfall that arose from
the sale of the vehicle. Our investigations
elicited that Mr Nkosi was heavily in arrears
on his instalments and had indeed voluntarily

Ms Botha was happy with the outcome.
CASE D

surrendered the vehicle to the credit provider.

Ms Naidoo* was granted 4 loans with one

The credit provider advised our office that

lender and her instalment for those four

they had apprised the consumer of the

loans was R4 535. She immediately realised

valuation of the vehicle via registered post

that it was too much for her to keep up

and when there was no contact from him to

with payments. In addition she was already

arrange for settlement of the outstanding

paying previous loans through an emolument

balance, they proceeded to sell the vehicle

attachment order and she pleaded with the

on auction. We had to verify these facts. On

lender to cancel the order, because she felt

request of a copy of the letters and proof of

that this was embarrassing her at work.

the despatch thereof to the consumer, it was
established that Mr Nkosi had not received

We investigated the matter with the member

proper notification in respect of the valuation

and on perusal of all the documents we

of the vehicle nor what amount the vehicle

realised that loans had probably been

was subsequently sold at. In the light thereof,

granted recklessly. The consumer could

both the credit provider and Mr Nkosi entered

never afford the loans and we engaged with

into a voluntary agreement wherein the

the member to discuss our assessment. The

shortfall amount of R107 095.71 was written

credit providers were most accommodating

off and Mr Nkosi’s profile at the credit bureaux

and reasonable in their response and they

was updated. Mr Nkosi was very pleased with

informed us that they were willing to write

our assistance and the outcome.

off substantial amounts in respect of service

our intervention to make this happen.
She wrote:
“Good day,
Please be advised I did receive the title deed
today. Thank you very much. We have won
through your help. You may close down the
case. Have yourself a fantastic
festive season.
Thanks a million.”

We requested the banks to investigate the

their account, but it only paid R32 803. There

allegation. The first bank reverted to us

was thus a small shortfall of approximately

“Nobody trips
over mountains.
It is the small
pebble that
causes you to
stumble. Pass
all the pebbles
in your path
and you will
find you have
crossed the
mountain.”

informing us that their forensic department

R4 436 on the account. Ms Mbata inherited

— ANONYMOUS

fees and interest on the accounts. Ms Naidoo
CASE C

only had to repay the capital amount on all

Our office received a complaint from

four accounts. Through our intervention we

Ms Botha* disputing a bank account on

managed to save almost R117 520 for the

the grounds that it had been acquired

consumer and she was very grateful for the

fraudulently. She noticed this account on her

outcome.

credit report. In accordance with our normal
dispute processes, we also notified her of

CASE E

other accounts reflecting negatively on her

When Ms Mbata’s* parents passed away in

reports. As a result, other bank accounts had

2003, the outstanding balance of their home

been placed in dispute due to fraud.

loan with the credit provider was R37 173.
Fortunately they had credit life insurance on

*Consumer names have been changed to
protect their identity.

13
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Consumer Awareness and Education

CONSUMER AWARENESS AND EDUCATION
NERESHNEE REDDY AND SIYABONGA MAKHATHINI

A

s the office continues to grow and

Strategy.

mature, consumer education, as

one of the main objectives of the Office of

The aim of the Double Impact workshops is

the Credit Ombud, also continues to play

to motivate delegates to become fascinated

a pivotal role in raising awareness of its

by their own finances. We do this by utilising

existence and the work we do. Consumers

a unique combination of adages, illustrations

need ongoing education and information on

and real-life instances to engage with the

a wide spectrum of credit issues, for example

trainees. The objective is to give delegates

matters relating to credit information as well

the tools to take control of their credit

as non-bank credit matters.

themselves, instead of just providing them
with facts about credit.

Some of our members may recall that in the
early years, our efforts to create consumer

We are particularly proud to report that over

awareness were primarily directed through

the past year the office conducted 105 Double

the media. In the past few years our office

Impact training sessions to 18 different

has evolved its approach to include creating

organisations, covering in the region of

an awareness of the office and its existence

2 380 delegates. The average financial

and services as well as directly engaging in

literacy score achieved during the 105

general education in personal finances and

sessions conducted in 2015 was 75%.

the credit industry to consumers.
We would like to share some of the responses
Our “Double Impact” workshops have been

we received from the Double Impact

designed exclusively with the needs of our

delegates:

members and their employees and various
other stakeholders in mind. Our training
workshops are structured and measured in
accordance with the guidelines set out by
the National Literacy Consumer Education

15
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• Dumisani – “The training was very
informative. This will better my financial
well-being. Please keep up the good
work!!”

Consumer Awareness and Education

• Grace – “I am glad that the trainer shared

credit. The office participated in 66 outreach

The office participated in 143 radio and

a lot of information that I didn’t know

activities and workshops, with an approximate

television interviews on 47 different radio and

and that as a staff we must also be

reach of 5 341 consumers.

television stations. We were also featured

careful when we assist customers with
affordability.”
• Lindiwe – “The workshop has taught me
more about the importance of saving,
managing debts and my budget. The
trainer explains clearly and very well.”
2015 saw the office being invited to
participate in numerous outreach
programmes and workshops in conjunction
with stakeholders and government
departments, especially during their
employee wellness days. Stakeholders
afforded their employees the opportunity
to attend sessions that helped educate and
inform them on issues relating to finance and

in 151 articles in the print media (magazines

MEDIA

and newspapers) in 60 different publications.

Our outreach endeavours alone could never

The office was further featured in 117 online

amass the level of awareness and consumer

articles in 58 different online publications.

education we enjoy and aim for at present.
2015 has shown a continued presence in

Educational and enlightening media releases,

the media to ensure exposure of the work

based on the consumers’ educational needs

the office engages in. Through the media

as well as burning issues in the industry, are

campaigns we have been fortunate that they

compiled and sent through to the media

were supporting us to carry our message to

regularly. Our exposure in the media is

consumers countrywide.

created by these releases and assists the
office in increasing awareness of the work our

Our office has been able to report coverage in

organisation does amongst the public.

online, print and broadcast media to the AEV
(Advertising Equivalent Value)

The Office of the Credit Ombud endeavours

of R18 039 064.

to ensure that we continue to impart our
knowledge to consumers.

“The man who moves a mountain begins by carrying
away small stones.”
- CONFUCIUS

Credit Ombud Annual Report | 2 0 1 5
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Statistics

STATISTICS
COMPLAINTS AND ENQUIRIES

2 500

2 000

1 500
2013
2014
2015

1 000

500

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

DISPUTES OPENED: HOW DID CONSUMERS HEAR ABOUT THE
CREDIT OMBUD?
OTHER BODIES

INTERNET

WORKSHOPS

20%

1%

WORD OF MOUTH

17%

15%

22%

2%
1%

CREDIT BUREAU

MEDIA
(NEWSPAPER, RADIO,
MAGAZINE, TV)

2%
1%
1%

CONSUMER GOODS &
SERVICES OMBUD

3%

1%
1%

NATIONAL
CONSUMER
COMMISSION

5%

1%
1%

ICASA

ATTORNEY

5%

EDUCATIONAL
TALKS

NCR

SCORPION LEGAL
PROTECTION/
LEGAL WISE
CREDIT GRANTOR

1%

OTHER
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Statistics

GENERAL ENQUIRIES - CATEGORIES
OTHER

COMPLAINT AGAINST
COMPLAINT
CONSUMER REQUESTING
CREDIT GRANTOR
AGAINST CREDIT BUREAU
CREDIT PROFILE

DEFAULT LISTING

7%

10%

1%

29%

1%

30%

3%

1%

1%

EXPLAINING ADMINISTRATION ENQUIRY NOT
PRESCRIPTION
CREDIT OMBUD
OF DEBT
RELATED

JUDGEMENT

5%

DEBT COUNSELLING

4%

2%

2%

BANK
DISPUTE

IDENTITY
THEFT

2 606

3 144

1 702

1 470

1 624

1 710

2 252

2 274

2 038

2 494

1 851

1 774
1 487
1 313

1 650

2 000

1 932

2 279

1 959

2 434
2 333
1 928

2 500
2 133
2 184

2 546

3 000

2 643

2 761
2 791

3 143

3 157
3 340

3 500

3 055

CALLS RECEIVED AT CREDIT OMBUD CALL CENTRE

2013

1 137

1 117

1 150

1 500

535

568

1 000

500

JAN

19

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN
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JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

2014
2015

GARNISHEE

Statistics

DISPUTES OPENED
767

800

615

481
406

402

372

424

384

432

454

474

531

530

553

609
581
535
528
356

2013
270

307

345

310

332

425

401
334
337

400

390

500

456

474

505

518

565

600

638

700

249

300

2014
2015

200

100

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

DISPUTES CLOSED
924

1 000

704

800

738

760

786

810

900

2013

310

421
392

465

486
483

554

596
448

298

348

400

522

507
472

502
356

463
355

439
387
445

500

572

598

595
567
453

518

589
578

600

656

700

2014
2015

300
200

100

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC
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Statistics

DISPUTES CLOSED BY JURISDICTION: ALL
DESCRIPTION

2015

2014

Invalid case - Consumer’s dispute not upheld

25%

29%

Insufficient/incomplete credit information

9%

6%

*Outside jurisdiction

15%

13%

Consumer withdrew complaint

9%

10%

Statements of Account Sec 107 - 115

7%

6%

Outdated credit information

3%

3%

Service disputes

13%

10%

Credit grantors did not supply accurate credit info

3%

2%

Fraud cases

3%

3%

Garnishee orders

6%

6%

Prescription of debt

4%

3%

Amnesty reg

1%

5%

Consumer not notified of adverse listing

1%

1%

Credit Insurance Sec 106

0%

1%

Surrender of goods

0%

1%

Reckless Credit Sec 81
TOTAL

1%

1%

100%

100%

NOTE - GRAPH REFLECTS 2015 PERCENTAGES

STATEMENTS OF
ACCOUNT SEC 107 - 115

*OUTSIDE
JURISDICTION

INVALID CASE CONSUMER’S DISPUTE
NOT UPHELD

SERVICE
DISPUTE

CONSUMER
WITHDREW
COMPLAINT

7%

15%

25%

13%

9%

INSUFFICIENT/
INCOMPLETE
CREDIT INFORMATION

CREDIT
INSURANCE
SEC 106

SURRENDER
OF GOODS

6%

3%

3%
1%

3%

9%

4%

1%

1%

0%

CREDIT GRANTORS
DID NOT SUPPLY
ACCURATE CREDIT INFO

21

GARNISHEE AMNESTY
ORDERS
REG
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OUTDATED RECKLESS FRAUD PRESCRIPTION
CREDIT
OF DEBT
CREDIT CASES
INFORMATION SEC 81

CONSUMER NOT
NOTIFIED OF
ADVERSE LISTING

Statistics

DISPUTES CLOSED BY JURISDICTION: CREDIT INFORMATION
DESCRIPTION

2015

2014

Invalid case - Consumer’s dispute not upheld

34%

39%

Insufficient/incomplete credit information

23%

16%

Outdated credit information

8%

9%

Credit grantor did not supply accurate info

8%

6%

Consumer withdrew complaint

6%

7%

Fraud cases

5%

4%

Double listing

2%

1%

Credit receiver was not notified of adverse listing

1%

1%

Prescription of debt

5%

3%

Outside jurisdiction

3%

1%

Consumer defaulted through No Fault default

0%

0%

Removal regulation 2014

5%

13%

100%

100%

TOTAL

NOTE - GRAPH REFLECTS 2015 PERCENTAGES

CREDIT GRANTOR
DID NOT SUPPLY
ACCURATE INFO

CONSUMER
WITHDREW
COMPLAINT

INVALID CASE CONSUMER’S DISPUTE
NOT UPHELD

INSUFFICIENT/INCOMPLETE
CREDIT INFORMATION

PRESCRIPTION
OF DEBT

34%

8%

2%

6%

CONSUMER DEFAULTED
THROUGH NO
FAULT DEFAULT

23%

5%

5%

5%

3%

8%

1%

DOUBLE
LISTING

REMOVAL
REGULATION
2014

CREDIT RECEIVER FRAUD
WAS NOT NOTIFIED CASES
OF ADVERSE LISTING

0%

OUTSIDE
JURISDICTION

OUTDATED
CREDIT INFORMATION
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Statistics

DISPUTES CLOSED BY JURISDICTION: NON-BANK CREDIT
DESCRIPTION

2015

2014

*Outside jurisdiction

21%

21%

Invalid case - Consumer’s dispute not upheld

19%

21%

Statements of Account Sec 107 - 115

11%

10%

Consumer withdrew complaint

11%

12%

Service disputes

20%

14%

Garnishee orders

9%

10%

Prescription of debt

2%

3%

Contractual disputes

2%

1%

Fraud cases

2%

2%

Credit Insurance Sec 106

1%

1%

Surrender of goods

1%

1%

Ref to NCR

0%

3%

Reckless Credit Sec 81

1%

1%

100%

100%

TOTAL

NOTE - GRAPH REFLECTS 2015 PERCENTAGES

REF TO NCR

STATEMENTS OF
ACCOUNT SEC 107 - 115

INVALID CASE CONSUMER’S DISPUTE
NOT UPHELD

19%

O%

2%

11%

2%

PRESCRIPTION CONTRACTUAL
OF DEBT
DISPUTES

23

*OUTSIDE
JURISDICTION

21%

SERVICE
DISPUTES

CONSUMER
WITHDREW COMPLAINT

20%

11%

1%

1%

2%

CREDIT INSURANCE
SEC 106

SURRENDER
OF GOODS

FRAUD CASES
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GARNISHEE
ORDERS

1%

RECKLESS
CREDIT SEC 81

9%

Statistics

MANNER OF FINALISATION: ALL DISPUTES
1. Intervention

1 874

43%

2. Facilitation

2 487

57%

3. Mediation

-

0%

4. Recommendation

5

0%

5. Ruling

-

0%

TOTAL

4 366

100%

FACILITATION

57%

INTERVENTION

43%

LOOKING AHEAD
This report highlights some of the high points achieved
by the Office of the Credit Ombud during the 2015
financial year. Working to a strict code of ethics and
professionalism, we will continue to act as impartial
mediators in situations of credit conflict between
businesses and consumers.
As we start our second decade of operations, we pause
briefly to enjoy the view before we resume our journey to
face the fresh challenges of the climb ahead.
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CREDIT OMBUD
Tel: +27 11 781 6431
Fax: +27 11 388 2445
Email: ombud@creditombud.org.za
First Floor, Silver Fern Building
Fernridge Office Park
5 Hunter Street
Ferndale, Randburg
PO Box 805
Pinegowrie, 2123
www.creditombud.org.za
Centralised Helpline: 0861 66 28 37

